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Abstract

This paper examines how prices, markups andmarginal costs respond to trade liberaliza on. We de-
velop a framework to es mate markups from produc on data with mul -product firms. This approach
does not require assump ons on the market structure or demand curves faced by firms, nor assump-
ons on how firms allocate their inputs across products. We exploit quan ty and price informa on

to disentangle markups from quan ty-based produc vity, and then compute marginal costs by divid-
ing observed prices by the es mated markups. We use India’s trade liberaliza on episode to examine
how firms adjust these performance measures. Not surprisingly, we find that trade liberaliza on lowers
factory-gate prices and that output tariff declines have the expected pro-compe ve effects. However,
the price declines are small rela ve to the declines in marginal costs, which fall predominantly because
of the input tariff liberaliza on. The reason is that firms offset their reduc ons in marginal costs by
raising markups. Our results demonstrate substan al heterogeneity and variability in markups across
firms and me and suggest that producers benefited rela ve to consumers, at least immediately a er
the reforms. Long-term gains to consumers may be higher to the extent that higher firm profits lead
to new product introduc ons and growth. Indeed, firms with larger increases in markups had a higher
propensity to introduce new products during this period.
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1 Introduc on

Trade reforms have the poten al to deliver substan al benefits to economies by forcing a more efficient
alloca on of resources. A large body of theore cal and empirical literature has analyzed the mechanisms
behind this process. When trade barriers fall, aggregate produc vity rises as less produc ve firms exit
and the remaining firms expand (e.g., Melitz (2003) and Pavcnik (2002)) and take advantage of cheaper
or previously unavailable imported inputs (e.g., Goldberg et al. (2010a) and Halpern et al. (2011)). Trade
reforms have also been shown to reduce markups (e.g., Levinsohn (1993) and Harrison (1994)). Based on
this evidence, we should expect trade reforms to exert downward pressure on firm prices. However, we
have li le direct evidence on how prices respond to liberaliza on because they are rarely observed during
trade reforms. We fill this gap by developing a unified framework to es mate jointly markups and marginal
costs from produc on data, and examine how prices, and their underlying markup and cost components,
adjust during India’s comprehensive trade liberaliza on.

Our paper makes three main contribu ons. The first contribu on is towards measurement. In order to
infer markups, one requires es mates of produc on func ons. Typically, these es mates have well-known
biases if researchers use revenuedata rather than quan ty data to es mate produc on func ons. Es mates
of “true” produc vity (or marginal costs) are confounded by demand shocks andmarkups, and these biases
may be severe (see Foster et al. (2008)). De Loecker (2011) demonstrates that controlling for demand
shocks substan ally a enuates the produc vity increases in response to trade reforms in the European
Union tex le industry. As a result, approaches to infer markups from produc on data may be problema c
if one uses revenue informa on. We alleviate this concern by inferring markups from a quan ty-based
produc on func on using data that contain the prices and quan es of firms’ products over me.

Second, we develop a unified framework to es matemarkups, marginal costs and produc vity of mul -
product firms across a broad set of manufacturing industries. Since these performancemeasures are unob-
served, we must impose some structure on the data. However, our approach requires substan ally fewer
assump ons than is typically required in industrial organiza on studies. Crucially, our approach does not
require assump ons on consumer demand, market structure or the nature of compe on. This flexibility
enables us to infer the full distribu on of markups across firms and products over me in different man-
ufacturing sectors. Moreover, since prices are observed, we can directly recover marginal costs from our
markup es mates. Our approach is quite general and since data containing this level of detail are becom-
ing increasingly available, this methodology is useful to researchers studying other countries and industries.
The drawback of this approach is that we are unable to perform counterfactual simula ons since we do not
explicitly model consumer demand and firm pricing behavior.

Third, exis ng studies that have analyzed the impact of trade reforms on markups have focused ex-
clusively on the compe ve effects from declines in output tariffs (e.g., Levinsohn (1993) and Harrison
(1994)). Comprehensive reforms also lower tariffs on imported inputs and previous work, par cularly on
India, has emphasized this aspect of trade reforms (e.g., see Goldberg et al. (2009)). These two tariff reduc-
ons represent dis nct shocks to domes c firms. Lower output tariffs increase compe on by changing

the residual demand that firms face. Conversely, firms benefit from lower costs of produc on when input
tariffs decline. It is important to account for both channels of liberaliza on to understand the overall impact
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of trade reforms on prices and markups. In par cular, declines in markups depend on the extent to which
firms pass these cost savings to consumers, the pass-through being influenced by both themarket structure
and nature of demand. For example, in models with monopolis c compe on and CES demand, markups
are constant and so by assump on, pass-through of tariffs on prices is complete. Arkolakis et al. (2012)
demonstrate that several of the influen al trade models assume constant markups and by doing so, ab-
stract away from the markup channel as a poten al source of gains from trade. This is the case in Ricardian
models that assume perfect compe on, such as Eaton and Kortum (2002), and models with monopolis c
compe on such as Krugman (1980) and its heterogeneous firm extensions like Melitz (2003). There are
models that can account for variable markups by imposing some structure on demand and market struc-
ture (e.g., Bernard et al. (2003), Melitz and O aviano (2008), Mayer et al. (2011), Feenstra and Weinstein
(2010), Arkolakis et al. (2012) and Edmonds et al. (2011)). While these studies allow for richer pa erns of
markup adjustment, the empirical results on markups and pass-through ul mately depend on the under-
lying parametric assump ons. Ideally, we want to understand how trade reforms affect markups without
having to rely on explicit parametric assump ons of the demand systems and/or market structures, which
themselves may change with trade liberaliza on.

The structure of our analysis is as follows. We use produc on data to infer markups by exploi ng the
op mality of firms’ variable input choices. Our approach is based on De Loecker andWarzynski (2012), but
we extend their methodology to account for mul -product firms and to take advantage of observable price
data. The key assump on we need to infer markups is simply that firms minimize cost; then, markups are
the devia on between the elas city of output with respect to a variable input and that input’s share of total
revenue.1 Weobtain this output elas city fromes mates of produc on func ons acrossmany industries. In
contrast to many studies, we u lize physical quan ty data rather than revenues to es mate the produc on
func ons.2 This alleviates the concern that the produc on func on es ma on is contaminated by prices,
yet presents different challenges that we discuss in detail in Sec on 4. Most importantly, using physical
quan ty data forces us to conduct the analysis at the product level since without a demand system to
aggregate across products, prices and physical quan es are only defined at the product level. We also
confront the poten al concern that (unobserved) input prices vary across firms. This concern is usually
ignored in earlier work, but we show how to deal with this issue by exploi ng varia on in observable firm
and market characteris cs.

This approach calls for an explicit treatment of mul -product firms. We show how to exploit data on
single-product firms along with a sample selec on correc on to obtain consistent es mates of the pro-
duc on func ons. The benefit of using single-product firms in the produc on func on es ma on stage is
that we do not require assump ons on how firms allocate inputs across products, something we do not
observe in our data.3 While this approach may seem strong, it simply assumes that the physical rela on-

1Our framework explicitly accounts for produc on that relies on fixed factors that may be costly to adjust over me. These
include machinery and capital goods, and poten ally also labor. This is par cularly important in a country like India that has
rela vely strong labor regula ons (Besley and Burgess (2004)) as well as capital market distor ons. Our approach requires at least
one flexible input that is adjustable in the short run; in our case, this variable input is materials.

2Foster et al. (2008) also use quan ty data in their analysis of produc on func ons, but they focus on a set of homogeneous
products.

3Suppose a firm manufactures three products using raw materials, labor and capital. To our knowledge, no dataset covering
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ship between inputs and outputs is the same for single- and mul -product firms that manufacture the
same product. That is, a single-product firm uses the same technology to produce a rickshaw as a mul -
product firm. This assump on is already implicitly employed in all previous work that pools data across
single- and mul -product firms (e.g., Olley and Pakes (1996) or Levinsohn and Petrin (2003)). Moreover,
this assump on of the same physical produc on structure does not rule out economies of scope, which
can operate through lower input prices for mul -product firms (for example, due to their size), or higher
(factor-neutral) produc vity of mul -product firms. Once we es mate the produc on func ons from the
single-product firms, we show how to back out the produc vity of mul -product firms and their alloca on
of inputs across their products. We obtain the markups for each product manufactured by firms by dividing
the output elas city of materials by the materials share of total revenue.4 Finally, we divide prices by the
markups to obtain marginal costs.

Our es ma on of the output elas ci es of the produc on func on provides reasonable results. No-
tably, many firms exhibit economies of scale, a finding consistent with Kle e and Griliches (1996) and De
Loecker (2011) who show that es ma on based on revenue data leads to a downward bias in the es mated
returns to scale.

The performance measures are correlated in intui ve ways and are consistent with recent heteroge-
neous models of mul -product firms. Markups (marginal costs) are posi vely (nega vely) correlated with
a firm’s underlying produc vity. More produc ve firms manufacture more products, but firms have lower
markups (higher marginal costs) on products that are farther from their core competency. Foreshadowing
the impact of the trade liberaliza ons, we find that changes in marginal costs are not perfectly reflected in
changes in prices because of variable markups (i.e., incomplete pass-through).

We then analyze how prices, marginal costs, and markups adjust during India’s trade liberaliza on. As
has been discussed extensively in earlier work, the nature of India’s reform provides an iden fica on strat-
egy that alleviates the standard endogeneity concerns associatedwith trade liberaliza on. The combina on
of an important trade reform that has sta s cal benefits and the ability to observe prices and their underly-
ing components is a unique contribu on of our analysis. Perhaps not surprisingly, we observe price declines
during the reform period, but these declines appear modest rela ve to the size of the reform. On average,
prices fall 16.8 percent despite average tariff declines of 62 percentage points. Marginal costs, however,
decline on average by 40.3 percent due primarily to input tariff liberaliza on; this finding is consistent with
earlier work demonstra ng the importance of imported inputs in India’s trade reform. Output tariffs have
only a small and sta s cally insignificant effect on costs, sugges ng that reduc ons of X-inefficiencies are
modest in comparison to reduc ons due to imported inputs.5 Since our prices decompose exactly into

manufacturing firms reports informa on on how much of each input is used for each product. One way around this problem is to
assume input propor onality. For example, Foster et al. (2008) allocate inputs based on products’ revenue shares. Their approach
is valid under perfect compe on or the assump on of constant markups across all products produced by a firm. While these
assump ons are appropriate for the par cular homogenous good industries they study, we study a broad class of differen ated
products where these assump ons may not apply. Moreover, our study aims to es mate markups without imposing such implicit
assump ons.

4For mul -product firms, we use the es mated input alloca ons in the markup calcula on.
5The rela ve importance of input and output tariffs is consistent with Ami and Konings (2007) and Topalova and Khandelwal

(2011) who find that firm-level produc vity changes in Indonesia and India, respec vely, were predominantly driven by input tariff
declines.
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their underlying cost and markup components, we can show that the reason the rela vely large decline
in marginal costs did not translate to equally large price declines was because markups increased: on av-
erage, the trade reform raised rela ve markups by 23.4 percent. The results imply that firms offset the
cost declines from input tariff reduc ons by raising markups, and the net effect is that the reform has an
a enuated impact on prices. The increases in markups do not imply that the trade reforms caused firms to
collude or engage in less compe ve behavior. Rather, the results simply show that prices do not respond
fully to cost, a finding that has been studied extensively in the exchange rate literature and is consistent
with any model with variable markups. Finally, we observe that firms’ ability to raise markups even further
is mi gated by the pro-compe ve impact of output tariff declines, par cularly for those firms with very
high ini al markups.

Our results suggest that the most likely beneficiaries of the trade liberaliza on in the short-run are
domes c Indian firms who benefit from lower produc on costs while simultaneously raising markups. The
short-run gains to consumers appear small, especially considering thatweobserve factory-gate prices rather
than retail prices. However, the addi onal short-run profits accrued to firms may have spurred innova on
in Indian manufacturing, par cularly in the introduc on of many new products, that benefit consumers
in the long run. These new products accounted for about a quarter of overall manufacturing growth (see
Goldberg et al. (2010b)). In earlier work, we showed that the new product introduc ons were concentrated
in sectors with dispropor onally large input tariff declines that allowed firms access to new, previously
unavailable imported materials (see Goldberg et al. (2010a)). In the present paper, we find that firms with
larger increases in average markups were more likely to introduce new products. This evidence suggests
that the higher profits may have financed the development of new products that contributed to long run
gains to consumers. A more detailed inves ga on of this channel is beyond the scope of the present paper.

In addi on to the papers discussed earlier, our work is related to a wave of recent papers that focus on
produc vity in developing countries, such as Bloom and Van Reenen (2007) and Hsieh and Klenow (2009).
The low produc vity in the developing world is o en a ributed to lack of compe on (Bloom and Van
Reenen (2007)) or the presence of policy distor ons that result in a misalloca on of resources across firms
(Hsieh and Klenow (2009)). Against this background, it is natural to ask whether there is any evidence that
an increase in compe onor a removal of distor ons increases produc vity. India’s reforms are an excellent
context to study these ques ons because of the nature of the reform and the availability of detailed data.
Trade protec on is a policy distor on that distorts resource alloca on. Limited compe on benefits some
firms rela ve to others, and the high input tariffs are akin to the capital distor ons examined by Hsieh and
Klenow (2009). Our results suggest that the removal of barriers on inputs lowered produc on costs, so the
reforms did indeed deliver produc vity gains. However, the overall picture is more nuanced as firms do
not appear to pass the en rety of the cost savings to consumers in the form of lower prices. Our findings
highlight the importance of jointly studying changes in prices, markups and costs to understand the full
distribu onal consequences of trade liberaliza on.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In the next sec on, we provide a brief overview
of India’s trade reform and the data used in the analysis. In Sec on 3, we lay out the general empirical
framework that allows us to es mate markups, produc vity and marginal costs. In Sec on 4, we explain
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the es ma on and iden fica on strategy employed in our analysis, paying par cular a en on to issues
that arise specifically in the context of mul -product firms. Sec on 5 presents the results and Sec on 6
concludes.

2 Data and Trade Policy Background

We first describe the Indian data since it dictates our empirical methodology. We also describe key ele-
ments of India’s trade liberaliza on that are important for our iden fica on strategy. Given that the Indian
trade liberaliza on has been described in a number of papers (including several by a subset of the present
authors), we keep the discussion of the reforms brief.

2.1 Produc on and Price data

Weuse the Prowess data that is collected by the Centre forMonitoring the Indian Economy (CMIE). Prowess
includes the usual set of variables typically found in firm-level produc on data, but has important advan-
tages over the Annual Survey of Industries (ASI), India’s manufacturing census. First, unlike the repeated
cross sec on in the ASI, Prowess is a panel that tracks firm performance over me. Second, the data span
India’s trade liberaliza on from 1989-2003. Third, Prowess records detailed product-level informa on for
each firm. This enables us to dis nguish between single-product andmul -product firms, and track changes
in firm scope over the sample period. Fourth, Prowess collects informa on on quan ty and sales for each
reported product, so we can construct the prices of each product a firm manufactures. These advantages
make Prowess par cularly well-suited for understanding the mechanisms of firm-level adjustments in re-
sponse to trade liberaliza ons that are typically hidden in other data sources, and deal with measurement
issues that arise in most studies that es mate produc on func ons.

Prowess enables us to track firms’ product mix over me because Indian firms are required by the 1956
Companies Act to disclose product-level informa on on capaci es, produc on and sales in their annual
reports. As discussed extensively in Goldberg et al. (2010b), several features of the database give us confi-
dence in its quality. Product-level informa on is available for 85 percent of the manufacturing firms, which
collec vely account formore than 90percent of Prowess’manufacturing output and exports. Since product-
level informa on and overall output are reported in separate modules, we can cross check the consistency
of the data. Product-level sales comprise 99 percent of the (independently) reportedmanufacturing sales.6

We refer the reader to Goldberg et al. (2010a,b) for a more detailed discussion of the data.
The defini on of a product is based on the CMIE’s internal product classifica on. There are a total of

1,501 products in the sample for es ma on.7 Table 1 reports basic summary sta s cs by two-digit NIC (In-
dia’s industrial classifica on system) sector. As a comparison, the U.S. data used by Bernard et al. (2010),
contain approximately 1,500 products, defined as five-digit SIC codes across 455 four-digit SIC industries.

6We deflate all nominal values for our analysis. Materials are deflated by the wholesale price index of primary ar cles. Wages
are deflated by the overall wholesale price index for manufacturing. Capital stock is fixed assets deflated by sector-specific whole-
sale price indexes. Unit values are also deflated by sector-specific wholesale price indexes.

7We have fewer products than in Goldberg et al. (2010b) because we require non-missing values for quan es and revenues
rather than just a count of products.
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Thus, our defini on of a product is similar to earlier work that has focused on the U.S. Table 2 provides a
few examples of products available in our data set. In our terminology, we will dis nguish between “sec-
tors” (which correspond to two-digit NIC aggregates), “industries” (which correspond to four-digit NIC ag-
gregates) and “products” (the finest disaggrega on we observe); we emphasize that since the “product”
defini on is available at a highly disaggregated level, unit values are plausibly interpreted as “prices” in our
applica on.

The data also have some disadvantages. Unlike Census data, the CMIE database is not well suited for
understanding firm entry and exit. However, Prowess contains mainly medium large Indian firms, so entry
and exit is not necessarily an important margin for understanding the process of adjustment to increased
openness within this subset of the manufacturing sector.8

We complement the produc on data with tariff rates from 1987 to 2001. The tariff data are reported at
the six-digit Harmonized System (HS) level and were combined by Topalova (2010). We pass the tariff data
through India’s input-output matrix for 1993-94 to construct input tariffs. We concord the tariffs to India’s
na onal industrial classifica on (NIC) schedule developed by Debroy and Santhanam (1993). Formally, in-
put tariffs are defined as τ inputit =

∑
k akiτ

output
kt , where τoutputkt is the tariff on industry k at me t, and aki

is the share of industry k in the value of industry i.

2.2 India’s Trade Liberaliza on

A key advantage of our approach is that we examine the impact of openness by relying on changes in trade
costs induced by a large-scale trade liberaliza on. India’s post-independence development strategy was
one of na onal self-sufficiency and heavy government regula on of the economy. India’s trade regime
was amongst the most restric ve in Asia, with high nominal tariffs and non-tariff barriers. In response to a
balance-of-payments crisis, India launched a drama c liberaliza on of the economy as part of an IMF struc-
tural adjustment program in August 1991. An important part of this reform was to abandon the extremely
restric ve trade policies it had pursued since independence.

Several features of the trade reform are crucial to our study. First, the external crisis of 1991, which
came as a surprise, opened the way for market oriented reforms (Hasan et al. (2007)).9 The liberaliza on of
the trade policy was therefore unan cipated by firms in India and not foreseen in their decisions prior to the
reform. Moreover, reforms were passed quickly as sort of a “shock therapy” with li le debate or analysis
to avoid the inevitable poli cal opposi on (see Goyal (1996)). Industries with the highest tariffs received
the largest tariff cuts implying that both the average and standard devia on of tariffs across industries fell.

While there was significant varia on in the tariff changes across industries, Topalova and Khandelwal
(2011) show that tariff changes through 1997 were uncorrelated with pre-reform firm and industry char-
acteris cs such as produc vity, size, output growth during the 1980s and capital intensity. The tariff lib-

8Firms in Prowess account for 60 to 70 percent of the economic ac vity in the organized industrial sector and comprise 75
percent of corporate taxes and 95 percent of excise duty collected by the Government of India (CMIE).

9Some commentators (e.g., Panagariya (2008)) noted that once the balance of payments crisis ensued, market-based reforms
were inevitable. While the general direc on of the reforms may have been an cipated, the precise changes in tariffs were not.
Our empirical strategy accounts for this shi in broad an cipa on of the reforms, but exploits varia on in the sizes of the tariff
cuts across industries.
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eraliza on does not appear to have been targeted towards specific industries and appears rela vely free
of usual poli cal economy pressures un l 1997 (which coincides with an elec on that changed poli cal
power). We es mate the produc on func on and markups on the full sample, but restrict our analysis of
the trade reform to the 1989-1997 period when trade policy did not respond to pre-exis ng industry- or
firm-level trends. We again refer the reader to previous publica ons that have used this trade reform for
a detailed discussion (Topalova and Khandelwal (2011); Topalova (2010); Sivadasan (2009); Goldberg et al.
(2010a,b)).

3 Produc on Technology, Markups and Costs

This sec on describes the framework to es mate markups and marginal costs from firm-level produc on
data. Our approach to recoveringmarkups follows De Loecker andWarzynski (2012).10 Themain difference
from their empirical se ng is that we use product-level quan ty and price informa on, rather than firm-
level deflated sales. This enables us to iden fy markups for each firm-product-year triplet observa on.
We are forced to confront a number of new issues in order to implement our approach. Once we obtain
markups, we compute marginal costs by simply dividing the observed prices by the es mated markups.

Consider the following produc on func on for firm f that manufactures a product:

Qft = Ft(Xft) exp(ωft) (1)

whereQ is physical output andX is a vector of inputs. To simplify the exposi on, we assume for now that
this producer is a single-product firm. In Sec on 4, we explicitly deal with the empirical challenges that arise
with mul -product firms. The produc on func on in (1) is general; we can consider alterna ve func onal
forms forF and allow the produc on technology to vary over me. There are only two assump ons that are
essen al for the subsequent analysis. First, produc vity ω enters in log-addi ve form and is Hicks-neutral.
Second, we assume that produc vity is firm-specific. This second assump on follows a tradi on in the trade
literature that models produc vity along these lines (e.g., Bernard et al. (2011)). For single-product firms,
this assump on is of course redundant.

Although this produc on func on is en rely standard, the advantage of our se ng is that we directly
observe output (Q) at the product level. This dis nguishes our approach of es ma ng a produc on func on
from the tradi onal literature where researchers rely on deflated sales data. We discuss the es ma on and
the iden fica on issues in Sec on 4.

We assume that producersminimize costs. LetVft denote the vector of variable inputs used by the firm.
We use the vector Kft to denote dynamic inputs of produc on. Any input that faces adjustment costs will
fall into this category; capital is an obvious one, and our framework will include labor as well. We consider

10This approach to infer markups from produc on data began with Hall (1986). An alterna ve approach to es ma ng markups
would be to assumeapar cularmarket structure, firmbehavior and u lity func on of consumers, which jointly determinemarkups
(e.g., Berry et al. (1995) or Goldberg (1995)). However, we explicitly want to avoid making the many func onal form assump ons
required to implement this approach. This approach is also less feasible when inferring markups across the en re manufacturing
sector. We therefore believe that inferring markups from produc on data is the appropriate path in this se ng, and one that can
be easily implemented in a variety of contexts.
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the firm’s condi onal cost func on where we condi on on the set of dynamic inputs Kft. The associated
Lagrangian func on is:

L(Vft, Kft, λft) =
V∑
v=1

P vftV
v
ft +

D∑
d=1

rdftK
d
ft + λft [Qft −Qft(Vft, Kft, ωft)] (2)

where P vft and r
d
ft denote the firm’s input prices for the variable inputs v = 1, . . . , V and the prices of dy-

namic inputs d = 1, . . . , D, respec vely. The first order condi on for any variable input free of adjustment
costs is

∂Lft
∂V v

ft

= P vft − λft
∂Qft(.)

∂V v
ft

= 0 (3)

where themarginal cost of produc on at a given level of output is λft since
∂Lft

∂Qft
= λft. Rearranging terms

and mul plying both sides by Vft
Qft

, provides the following expression:

∂Qft(.)

∂V v
ft

V v
ft

Qft
=

1

λft

P vftV
v
ft

Qft
(4)

The le -hand side of the above equa on represents the elas city of output with respect to variable input
V v
ft (the “output elas city”). The approach simply requires one freely adjustable input into produc on. This

becomes important in se ngs, such as ours, where there are fric ons in adjus ng capital and labor. Define
the markup µft as µft ≡

Pft

λft
. As De Loecker and Warzynski (2012) show, the cost-minimiza on condi on

can be rearranged to write the markup as:

µft = θvft(α
v
ft)

−1 (5)

where θvft denotes the output elas city on variable input V v and αvft =
P v
ftV

v
ft

PftQft
is its expenditure share of

revenue. This expression forms the basis for our approach. To compute the markup, we need the output
elas city and the share of the input’s expenditure in total sales. We obtain the output elas city by es mat-
ing the produc on func on in (1). We compute the input’s revenue share for single-product firms directly
from the data.

Markups formul -product firms are obtained using the exact same expression; themarkup is computed
for each product j produced by firm f at me t using:

µfjt = θvfjt(α
v
fjt)

−1 (6)

The only difference between expressions (5) and (6) is the presence of the product-specific subscript
j. This seemingly small difference complicates the analysis considerably. In contrast to the single product
se ng, αvfjt is not directly observed in the data because firms do not report input expenditures by prod-
uct.11 Moreover, we require an es mate of the output elas city for each product manufactured by each
mul -product firm. In the next sec on, we discuss the iden fica on strategy we employ in order to obtain

11To our knowledge, no dataset reports this informa on for all inputs.
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the output elas ci es for both single- and mul -product firms, and recover the firm-product specific input
expenditures (the αvfjt) for the mul -product firms.

This approach provides markups that vary at the firm-product-year level. Since prices are observed at
this same level of disaggrega on, we can simply calculate the marginal costs from the observed price data:

mcfjt =
Pfjt
µfjt

. (7)

We believe that this approach to recover markups is quite flexible and suitable for a se ng where one
wants to es mate markups for many industries. The approach requires the presence of at least one input
that can be freely adjusted, but allows for fric ons in the adjustment of capital and labor. This is important
in a country like India that has had heavily regulated labor markets and is o en associated with labor and
capital market distor ons. It does not impose assump ons on the returns to scale nor assump ons on the
demand andmarket structure for each industry. Moreover, we do not require knowledge of the user cost of
capital, a factor price that is difficult to measure in a country like India with distorted capital markets. This
flexible approach allows us to be a priori agnos c about how prices, markups and marginal costs change
with trade liberaliza on.

4 Empirical Framework

This sec on discusses our empirical framework. We first discuss the iden fica on strategy and then de-
scribe the es ma on rou ne.

Consider the log version of the general produc on func on given in equa on (1):

qfjt = f j(xfjt;β) + ωft + ϵfjt (8)

where lower case le ers denote logs. We introduce the subscript j since many firms in our sample manu-
facture more than one product. The quan ty of product j in firm f at me t, qfjt, is produced using a set of
firm-product-year specific inputs, xfjt. The error term ϵfjt capturesmeasurement error in recorded output
as well unan cipated shocks to output. As noted earlier, the produc vity term ωft is assumed to vary at
the firm level. Our goal is to es mate the parameters of the produc on func on – the output elas ci es β
– for each product.

In the subsequent subsec ons, we discuss the restric ons we impose on equa on (8) given the nature
of our data and how we iden fy the output elas ci es. The key challenge is that the data do not record
how inputs are allocated across outputs within a firm. For single-product firms, this concern is of course
not an issue. The challenge is how to deal with the unobserved input alloca on among mul -product firms
while also controlling for unobserved produc vity shocks.
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4.1 Iden fica on Strategy: The Use of Single-Product Firms

By wri ng the produc on func on in equa on (8) in terms of physical output rather than revenue, we
exploit our ability to observe separate informa on on quan es and prices for each product manufactured
by firms. This advantage eliminates the concern about a “price bias” that ariseswhen onemust deflate sales
by an industry-level price index to obtain firm output (for a detailed discussion, see De Loecker (2011)). For
single-product firms, the inputs are allocated to the only product these firmsmanufacture and sowe are not
concerned about how to allocate inputs across products. The typical concern that arises in the produc vity
es ma on is correla on between the unobserved produc vity shock and inputs. Removing this bias has
been the predominant focus of the produc on func on es ma on literature and following the insights of
Olley and Pakes (1996), Levinsohn and Petrin (2003), and Ackerberg et al. (2006), we use proxy es mators
to deal with this correla on.12

Formul -product firms, a new iden fica on problem arises since the data do not record how the inputs
are allocated across the products within a firm. To understand this, denote the log of the share of inputX
in the produc on of product j as ρXfjt = xfjt − xft, for any input X = {L,M,K}, where L is labor,M
is materials andK is capital. We only observe firm-level inputsXft and not how each of them is allocated
across products. Subs tu ng this expression into equa on (8) yields:

qfjt = f j(xft;β) + ωft +Afjt(ρ
X
fjt,xft, β) + ϵfjt (9)

where xft denotes the log of inputs Xft. For mul -product firms, the produc on func on contains an
addi onal component in the error term, A(.), that will generally be a func on of the unobserved input
shares (ρXfjt), the firm level inputs (xft) and the produc on func on coefficients, β. The expression (9)
clearly demonstrates thatA(.) is correlated - by construc on - with the inputs on the right-hand-side of the
produc on func on which results in biased es mates of β.13 We could deal with this bias by taking a stand
on the underlying demand func on for each product and model how firms compete in that market, but as
discussed earlier, we wish to avoid these assump ons in this paper.14

We propose an iden fica on strategy that does not require assump ons on the input alloca on across
products. The strategy is to obtain es mates of the produc on func on using a sample of single-product
firms, since as discussed above, the input alloca on problem does not exist for these firms. This sample

12Unobserved input prices might s ll bias es mates of the produc on func on. We discuss this issue in detail in Sec on 4.3.2.
13To illustrate the bias, consider a translog produc on func onwith a single factor of produc on, labor. The produc on func on

in equa on (9) would be: qfjt = βllfjt + βlll
2
fjt + ωft + ϵfjt. We observe labor at the firm level, lft. The labor allocated for

the produc on of j can be wri en as: lfjt = ρfjt + lft. Subs tu on yields:

qfjt = βllft + βlll
2
ft + βlρfjt + βll

(
ρfjt

)2
+ 2βll(ρfjtlft)︸ ︷︷ ︸

=Afjt(ρfjt,xft,β)

+ωft + ϵfjt (10)

Clearly, the componentAfjt(ρfjt,xft,β) is unobserved and would be subsumed in the produc vity term, ωft. This would result
in biased es mates of βl since lft would be correlated with this composite error.

14The few produc vity studies that have explicitly dealt with mul -product firms had to make assump ons on how inputs are
allocated. For example, De Loecker (2011) allocates inputs equally across products and Foster et al. (2008) allocate inputs according
to revenue share. These approaches rest on implicit assump ons about markups, i.e., markups are the same across the products
manufactured by a firm. These assump ons are innocuous in the above studies since the authors are not interested in recovering
markups, but they would be inappropriate in our se ng since es ma on of markups is the primary objec ve of this paper.
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consists of those firms that produce a single product at a given point in me; it includes firms that may
eventually add addi onal products later in the sample period. This feature of the sample is important since
many firms start off as single product firms and add products during our sample. Our analysis uses these
firms in conjunc on with firms that always manufacture a sole product.

This approach implies that we use an unbalanced panel of firms for es ma on; the imbalance occurs by
removing firms from the es ma on if they add a product over the sample period. The unbalanced panel is
important because it allows for the non-random event that a firm becomes amul -product producer based
on produc vity shocks. This non-random event results in a sample selec on issue analogous to the non-
random exit of firms discussed in Olley and Pakes (1996). In their context, Olley and Pakes are concerned
about the le tail of the produc vity distribu on; here, a balanced panel of single-product firms would
censor the right tail of the produc vity distribu on. The use of the unbalanced panel of single-product
firms improves upon this selec on problem. In addi on, we use a sample selec on correc on procedure to
account for the possibility that the produc vity threshold determining the transi on of a firm from single- to
mul -product status is correlatedwith the right-hand side variables of the produc on func on (in par cular,
capital). We describe the sample selec on correc on procedure in 4.3.3.15

4.2 Economies of Scope and Rela onship to Cost Func on Es ma on

In this subsec on, we discuss the assump ons underlying the iden fica on strategy laid out in the previous
subsec on. We explain that despite relying on single-product firms in our es ma on, our strategy does not
rule out economies of scope and relate our approach to cost func on es ma on.

Our iden fica on strategy assumes that the produc on technology is product-specific rather than spe-
cific to the firm. Once we obtain the coefficients of the produc on func on from the sample of single-
product firms, we use those on the mul -product firms that produce the same product. This iden fica on
strategy rules out physical synergies across products. For example, imagine a single-product firm produces
a t-shirt using a par cular technology, and another single-product firm produces carpets using a different
combina on of inputs. We assume that a mul -product firm that manufactures both products will use
each technology on its respec ve product, rather than some third technology. This assump on is not un-
usual. In fact, it is implicitly used in all produc vity studies when researchers pool single- andmul -product
firms in the same industry and es mate an industry-level produc on func on. We feel that this restric on is
mild, especially given the current prac ce within the produc on func on es ma on literature andweighed
against the costs of assuming a market structure/demand system that would dictate how to allocate inputs
across products.

This approach does not rule out economies of scope, which may be important for mul -product firms.
To be precise, Baumol et al. (1983) speak of economies of scope in produc on, if the cost func on is sub-
addi ve: cft (q1, q2) ≤ cft(q1)+ cft(q2)where cft(�) is a firm’s cost curve. While our framework rules out
produc on synergies, it allows for economies of scope through cost synergies. For example, economies of

15Firms in our sample very rarely drop products, so we do not observe the reverse transi on frommul - to single-product status.
We refer the reader to Goldberg et al. (2010b) for a detailed analysis of product adding and dropping in our data. Unlike Olley and
Pakes (1996), we are also not concerned with firm exit. Firm exit is rare in our data, since Prowess covers the medium and large
firms in India which are rela vely stable.
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scope can emerge if mul -product firms face lower input prices than single-product firms due to their size
or the nego a on of be er deals with their suppliers. Furthermore, we allow for poten al differences in
produc vity between the two types of firms that might be caused by differences in management prac ces
or organiza onal structures.

An alterna ve way of explaining the assump ons underlying our approach is to express them in terms
of the cost func on rather than the produc on func on. A mul -product firm faces the short-run cost
func on, wri en in a general form as:

C(Q) = Φ(Ω)C(Q,W, β) + F (ι(Q))

where C denotes the total costs for a firm producing a vector of outputs Q, Φ(Ω) denotes the impact of
factor-neutral produc vity on costs,W denotes a vector of input prices, F are the fixed costs (which would
be zero in long-run cost func on), and ι(.) is an indicator that takes the value of 1 if a firm produces a
par cular product in the vector Q and is zero otherwise. The assump on we impose is that the func on
C(Q,W, β)is the same across single- and mul -product firms. However, costs between the two types of
firms can s ll differ because of: 1) factor-neutral produc vity differences reflected in Φ(Ω); 2) differences
in factor prices reflected by W; and 3) (in the short run) the amor za on of fixed costs F across more
products for mul -product firms.

The above representa on raises the natural ques on of why we do not exploit the duality between
produc on and cost func on and es mate a mul -product cost func on as done in an earlier literature.
The main reason for focusing on the produc on func on is that we do not have informa on on wages and
the firm-specific user cost of capital, which we would need in order to es mate a cost func on. Further, a
mul -product cost func on es ma on would require addi onal iden fica on assump ons in order to deal
with the endogeneity of mul ple product outputs on the right-hand side. Finally, even if one could come
up with such iden fica on assump ons, the product por olios during our sample period are not stable.
While Indian firms very rarely drop products, they o en add products during this period (see Goldberg
et al. (2010b)). These frequent addi ons require explicitly modeling a firm’s decision to add a par cular
product (in contrast, our approach requires us to model only the change from single- to mul -product
status). Given these challenges, our approach to es mate produc on func ons from single-product firms
while accoun ng for the poten al selec on bias is an appealing alterna ve.

4.3 Es ma on

This sec on discusses the produc on func on es ma on on the sub-sample of single-product firms.

4.3.1 The Basic Setup

Since we focus on a subsample of single-product firms for the es ma on rou ne, we drop the subscript j to
simplify nota on.16 Since we have a physical measure of output, we control for differences in units across

16To be clear, we observe many firmsmanufacturing the same product j, but we subsume the subscript j when describing firms
that only manufacture one product.
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products by using unit fixed effects throughout the es ma on procedure.
The produc on func on we es mate is of the form:17

qft = f(xft;β) + ωft + ϵft (12)

where we subsume the constant term in produc vity, collect all inputs in xft and β is the vector of coef-
ficients describing the transforma on of inputs into output. In the case of a translog produc on func on,
the vector of log inputs xft are labor, material and capital, their squares, and their interac on terms; the
vector of coefficients is β = (βl, βm, βk, βll, βmm, βkk, βlm, βlk, βmk, βlmk).

We deal with the poten al correla on between unobserved produc vity shock and input choices by
relying on the approach taken by Ackerberg et al. (2006), whomodify Olley and Pakes (1996) and Levinsohn
and Petrin (2003).18

The law of mo on for produc vity is:

ωft = gt−1(ωft−1, τ
output
it−b , τ

input
it−b , I

x
ft−1) + ξft (13)

where b = {0, 1} and Ixft−1 is a dummy indica ng whether the firm is expor ng. Output tariffs enter the
law of mo on for produc vity because we expect the compe ve pressure associated with an increase in
import compe on to induce firms to undertake changes (e.g., reorganiza on; reduc on of X-inefficiencies)
that increase produc vity. Input tariffs enter because they lead firms to use new imported input varie es
that affect measured produc vity (see Halpern et al. (2011) and Goldberg et al. (2010a)). The nota on
implies that we allow trade liberaliza on to impact a firm’s produc vity instantaneously or with a lag.19

We assume that the dynamic inputs–labor and capital–are chosen prior to observing ξft. Materials
mft are chosen when the firm learns its produc vity. These ming assump ons treat labor, in addi on to
capital, as an input that faces adjustment costs, which we feel is appropriate in a country like India where
labor markets are not flexible (see Besley and Burgess (2004)).

We proxy for produc vity by inver ng the materials demand func on:

mft = mt(lft, kft, ωft, zft). (14)

The vector zft contains all addi onal variables that affect a firm’s demand for materials. It includes output
prices, product dummies, product market shares, and the input (τ inputit ) and output tariffs (τoutputit ) that the
firm faces on the product. The subscript i on the tariff variables denotes an industry to indicate that tariffs

17Our main specifica on is the translog and is given by

qft = βllft+βlll
2
ft+βkkft+βkkk

2
ft+βmmft+βmmm2

ft+βlklftkft+βlmlftmft+βmkmftkft+βlmklftmftkft+ωft (11)

18By using a sta c control to proxy for produc vity, we do not have to revisit the underlying dynamicmodel and prove inver bility
when modifying Olley and Pakes (1996) for our se ng to include addi onal state variables (e.g., tariffs). See De Loecker (2011)
and Ackerberg et al. (2006) for an extensive discussion. In developing countries, many firms report zero investment, which further
complicates the use of investment as a proxy.

19De Loecker (2010) discusses the importance of including all variables which may affect produc vity in the law of mo on gt(�).
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vary at a higher level of aggrega on than products.20 The vector also includes product fixed effects and the
price of the product.21 These variables capture demand shocks that affect a firm’s output, which in turn
affects a firm’s demand for materials. For example, the product’s price affects the quan ty produced which
in turn affects a firm’s input expenditure. As discussed in Olley and Pakes (1996), the proxy approach does
not require knowledge of the market structure for the input markets; it simply states that input demand
depends on the firm’s state variables, capital and labor, produc vity and the aforemen oned variables.

As is usual in the proxy approach, our es ma on proceeds in two steps.22 We begin by inver ng equa-
on (14) to obtain the proxy for firm produc vity, ωft = ht(mft, lft, kft, zft). Following Ackerberg et al.

(2006), in the first stage, we run:

qft = ϕt(lft, kft,mft, zft) + ϵft (15)

to obtain es mates of expected output (ϕ̂ft) and an es mate for the residual ϵft.23

The first stage separates the effect of ωft on output from the effects of unan cipated shocks ϵft on
output. A er the first stage, we compute produc vity as ω̂ft = ϕ̂ft − f(xft;β) for any vector of β. The
second stage provides es mates of all produc on func on coefficients by relying on the law of mo on for
produc vity. By non-parametrically regressing ω̂ft(β) on its lag ω̂ft−1(β), the set of tariff variables (τ it),
and the firm export indicator Ixft−1, we recover the innova on to produc vity ξft(β) for a given β.

To es mate the parameter vector β, we use moments that are now standard in this literature based
on degree of variability of a given input. In our context, we assume that firms freely adjust materials and
treat capital and labor as dynamic inputs that face adjustment costs. In other se ngs, one may choose to
treat labor as a flexible input. Since material expenditure is the flexible input, we construct its moments
using lagged materials.24 For labor and capital, we construct moments using current and lagged values.
The moments are:

E
(
ξft(β)Yft

)
= 0 (16)

where Yft contains lag materials, the one-year lag labor, current capital, and their higher order terms25:

Yft = {lft−1, l
2
ft−1,mft−1,m

2
ft−1, kft, k

2
ft, lft−1mft−1, lft−1kft,mft−1kft, lft−1mft−1kft} (17)

This method iden fies the produc on func on coefficients by exploi ng the fact that current shocks to
produc vity will immediately affect a firm’s materials choice while labor and capital do not immediately

20For example, all tea products (industry 1549) face the same output and input tariffs.
21Aswe discuss below, we es mate the produc on func ons at the two-digit sector level; the product fixed effects are iden fied

since there are many products within each sector.
22In principle, we could es mate both stages jointly using a system GMM es mator, but in prac ce this is difficult to implement

because the first stage contains many parameters including product fixed effects (see De Loecker (2011) for more details). We
therefore adopt a two-stage approach.

23The set of es mated unit fixed effects are included in our measure of ϵft.
24In our se ng, input tariffs are serially correlated and since they affect input prices, input prices are serially correlated over

me.
25We have also experimented with including current labor and the one-year lag in capital in Yft and the results were virtually

unchanged.
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respond to these shocks; moreover, the degree of adjustment can vary across firms and me.
We es mate themodel using a GMMprocedure on a sample of firms that manufacture a single product

for at least three consecu ve years. We choose three years since themoment condi ons require at least two
years of data because of the lagged values; we add an extra year to allow for poten al measurement error
in the precise ming of a new product introduc on. In principle, one could run the es ma on separately
for each product. In prac ce, our sample size is such that we es mate (12) at the two-digit sector level.

4.3.2 Input Price Varia on Across Firms

Although we observe quan es and prices for firm outputs, we do not have this informa on for firm in-
puts and so we follow the standard prac ce of defla ng input expenditures using price indexes. If input
prices vary across firms, this prac ce results in unobserved input price varia on across firms genera ng an
analogous concern that arises if output revenue is deflated by a common deflator. This concern is present
even when data on worker wages are available, as researchers typically do not have informa on on firm-
specificmaterials prices, and never observe the firm-specific user cost of capital. But while this issue always
arises when researchers do not observe input-level prices and quan es, the problem is exacerbated in our
se ng because we use physical quan ty data rather than deflated revenues.

To understand this concern, supposewewant to es mate the produc vity of two shirt producers. Imag-
ine that the only difference between the firms is that one firm manufactures shirts made from expensive
silk while the other manufactures shirts made from cheaper co on. Otherwise, the two firms have iden -
cal produc vity: they u lize the same quan ty of inputs (balls of yarn, number of workers and number of
sewing machines) to produce the same quan ty of shirts. In our data, we would not observe the price of
the materials (or workers or capital) and so we would deflate the firms’ input expenditures by a common
deflator. Since we do not account for varia on in input prices, we will es mate a lower produc vity for
the silk shirt manufacturer because it sells the same quan ty as its co on producer counterpart, but has
higher (deflated) input expenditures. Our es ma on procedure would yield downward biased es mates of
the produc on func on coefficients and find produc vity differences between the two firms, even though
they are exactly iden cal. Ul mately, the bias in the produc on func on coefficients would lead to biased
markup es mates.26

We propose an approach to control for unobserved input price varia on across firms using informa on
on observables, par cularly (but not exclusively) output prices. The intui on is that output prices contain
informa on about input prices. For example, using data from Colombia that uniquely record price infor-
ma on for both inputs and outputs, ? document that producers of more expensive products also use more
expensive inputs. Formally, we begin by modifying our nota on to account for the fact that we observe de-
flated input expenditures, rather than input quan es. We use x̃ft to denote the firm’s vector of deflated
input expenditures and re-write the produc on func on in (12) as:

qft = f(x̃ft;β) + ωft +B(Wft;Wft × x̃ft;β) + ϵft. (18)
26See also the related discussion in Katayama et al. (2009).
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LetBft ≡ B(Wft;Wft× x̃ft;β). The termBft appears because the input deflators are sector-, rather than
firm-specific. In our translog specifica on, this term captures devia ons of the firm input prices from the
sector deflators,Wft, their interac onswith the deflated expenditures,Wft×x̃ft and the parameter vector
β. It is clear from (18) thatBft is correlated with the deflated inputs and will generate biased es mates of
the produc on func on.27

The presence of Bft is not a concern for the first stage of the es ma on since it is not correlated with
randomunan cipated shocks to produc on ϵft. The purpose of the first stage is simply to es mate expected
output ϕ̂ft, net of unan cipated shocks ϵft.

However, in the second stage of es ma on, we need to recover an es mate of the true innova on to
produc vity ξft in order to form moments in equa on (17). The presence of Bft in (18) violates these
orthogonality condi ons. To see this problem, define ω̃ft as the composite term:

ω̃ft = ωft +Bft. (19)

The expected output from the first stage will yield a second-stage es mate of produc vity ω̃ft that contains
the unobserved varia on in input prices. Using the law of mo on for produc vity in equa on (13), let the
measured innova on to produc vity be ξ̃ft = ω̃ft − gt−1(ω̃ft−1, τ

output
it−b , τ

input
it−b , I

x
ft−1) where b = {0, 1}.

Using (19) and the law of mo on for produc vity (13), we can express the measured innova on to produc-
vity ξ̃ft as a func on of true innova on in produc vity ξft:

ξ̃ft = ξft +Bft − e(Bft−1, τ
output
it−b , τ

input
it−b , I

x
ft−1) (20)

where e(Bft−1, τ
output
it−b , τ

input
it−b , I

x
ft−1) = gt−1(ω̃ft−1, τ

output
it−b , τ

input
it−b , I

x
ft−1)−gt−1(ωft−1, τ

output
it−b , τ

input
it−b , I

x
ft−1).

Equa on (20) illustrates that ξ̃ft is a func on of current and lagged input prices, which are obviously corre-
latedwith the current and lagged input expenditures. The termBft−e(Bft−1, τ

output
it−b , τ

input
it−b , I

x
ft−1) creates

a correla on between themeasured innova on ξ̃ft andmeasured input use, so themoment condi ons are
violated.

Our approach for dealing with this bias is to explicitly control for the Bft term in the second-stage. To
implement this approach, we need to take a stand on the factors that drive input price varia on across
firms. Our premise is that, condi onal on observable variables, the only reason input prices vary across
firms manufacturing the same product is due to quality differences. If two firms produce the same quality,
they face the same input prices. If they produce different quali es, their input prices will differ. While there

27To illustrate this bias, consider again the translog produc on func onwith a single factor of produc on, labor, thatwe specified
in Footnote 13. Here, we focus on the bias that arises on single product firms due to unobserved input price varia on. We observe
the total wage bill of the firm which we deflate with a sector-specific index to obtain the firm’s deflated (log) labor expenditure,
l̃ft. Let l̃ft= lft +wL

ft, wherewL
ft is the (log) firm-specific devia on of the price of labor (e.g., the firm’s wage) from the sectoral

average. Since we do not observe wL
ft, we would es mate:

qft = βl l̃ft + βll l̃
2
ft − βlw

L
ft + βll

(
wL

ft

)2

− 2βll(w
L
ft l̃ft)︸ ︷︷ ︸

=Bft(Wft;Wft×x̃ft;β)

+ωft.

Clearly, the componentBft(Wft;Wft × x̃ft;β) is unobserved and would be subsumed in the produc vity term, ωft. This would
result in biased es mates of βl since l̃ft would be correlated with this composite error.
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may be other factors that cause input prices to vary across firms, we believe that quality differences are the
first-order concern in our se ng and the primary factor genera ng input price varia on.28

We provide a formal model that ra onalizes our approach in the Appendix. Here, we sketch the main
argument and provide the economic intui on underlying our empirical strategy. Our main premise is that
manufacturing high quality products requires high quality inputs, and high quality inputs are expensive. We
further assume complementarity in input quality: manufacturing high quality products requires combining
high quality materials with high quality labor and capital. This is a common assump on in the literature and
underlies ‘O-Ring’-type theories of produc on (e.g., Kremer (1993), Verhoogen (2008) and ?). This comple-
mentarity is important in our framework because it allows us to express the prices of all inputs facing a firm
as a func on of a single index of product quality.29 The appendix shows that input prices are an increasing
func on of product quality in this se ng. Accordingly, we can control for input price varia on across firms
using differences in output quality across firms. Before we explain how to control for output quality, it is
important to note that our approach does not assume that products are only ver cally differen ated. It can
allow for costless horizontal differen a on, but differen a on along the ver cal dimension requires higher
quality inputs that have higher input prices. This assump on is common in trade models (e.g., Verhoogen
(2008) and Khandelwal (2010)).

Our control for quality is a flexible func on of output prices, market share and product dummies. This
specifica on does not force us to commit to a par cular demand func on since it encompasses a large
class of demand models used in the literature. For example, in a purely ver cal differen a on model,
there is a one-to-onemapping between product quality and product prices, so output prices perfectly proxy
for quality; in this case, one would not require controls for market share or product characteris cs. In a
simple logit model, quality will be a func on of output prices and market shares (see Khandelwal (2010)
for a detailed exposi on). In more general models, such as a nested logit or random coefficients model,
quality will be a func on of addi onal variables, such as product characteris cs, condi onal market shares,
etc. While we do not observe product characteris cs, product dummies accommodate these more general
demand specifica ons. We also note that using output prices as a proxy for quality does not imply that we
assume complete pass-through of input to output prices; the degree of pass-through will be dictated by
the (unspecified) underlying demand and market structures and behavioral assump ons. Accordingly, our
specifica on is consistent with any degree of pass-through between input and output prices. The empirical
strategy uses a flexible func on of output price, market share and product dummies to control for output
quality, which reflects input quality and in turn, input prices.

Formally, let vft denote output quality. We can re-write the produc on func on as

qft(vft) = f(x̃ft(vft);β) + ωft +B(Wft(vft);Wft(vft)× x̃ft(vft);β) + ϵft. (21)
28Note that this approach allows for input prices to vary across geographic loca ons; the crucial assump on is that condi onal

on loca on, which is observed, the only reason that input prices vary across two firms producing the same product is that the
quali es of their products are different.

29Wemaintain the assump on of perfectly compe ve input markets throughout the analysis. We assume that condi onal on
a par cular input quality, all firms face the same input price. In principle, we could allow input prices to vary across regions (while
maintaining the assump on that firms within a region producing the same quality face the same input prices), but in prac ce we
do not have reliable informa on on loca on of produc on in the data.
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The specifica on makes explicit that both the deflated firm input expenditures x̃ft and the (unobserved)
firm input pricesWft are func ons of product quality vft. Product quality is expressed as a flexible func on
of output price, market share, and product dummies: vft = υt(pft,msft, Ift). Since input prices are
an increasing func on of output quality, input prices are also a func on of these variables, i.e., Wft =

wt(pft,msft, Ift). We can then write the termBft as a flexible polynomial in output price, market share,
product dummies, and interac on of these variables with the deflated input expenditures. That is, we
specify Bft as a polynomial dt, so that: Bft ≡ dt [pft,msft, Ift, (pft,msft, Ift)× x̃ft]. The produc on
func on that we take to the data becomes:

qft = f(x̃ft;β) + ωft + dt[pft,msft, Ift, (pft,msft, Ift)× x̃ft] + ϵft (22)

In the first stage, we es mate:

qft = ϕt(x̃ft, zft) + ϵft (23)

where zft includes pft, msft and Ift. Produc vity is given by ωft = ϕft − f(x̃ft;β) − dt(.) = φft −
f(x̃ft;β) − bftδ, where bft contains the price, market share, their interac ons with input expenditures,
and product dummies.30 The coefficients on the variables in bft are themselves not of direct interest since
we compute markups using the es mates of β. Next, we obtain the innova on in produc vity, ξft(β, δ),
in the usual way as the difference between realized and expected produc vity. The moments that iden fy
the parameters become:

E
(
ξft(β, δ)Y

∗
ft

)
= 0 (24)

where Y∗ft now contains in addi on to the variables men oned in the previous subsec on, lagged output
prices, laggedmarket shares, (double) lagged input tariffs, and their appropriate interac ons with the input
terms.31 The reasonwe use these variables to form addi onalmoment condi ons, is that we jointly iden fy
the produc on func on coefficients and the coefficients capturing the input price varia on, δ, which de-
scribe the rela onship between the elements of dt(.) and input prices (although the la er coefficients are
not of direct interest). For example, the parameter related to the output price is iden fied off the moment
E(ξtpt−1) = 0; this moment condi on is based on the insight that current prices do react to produc vity
shocks, so we need to use lagged output prices which exploit the serial correla on of prices.

4.3.3 The Sample Selec on Correc on

In this subsec on, we discuss the correc on procedure we employ to account for the poten al sample
selec on bias arising from using only single-product firms in the es ma on.

As noted earlier, rather than relying on firms that remain single-product producers for the en re sam-
30We do not interact the product dummies with the other elements of bft to reduce the dimensionality of the es ma on.
31We form moments using the actual innova on ξft since we use dt(.) to proxy for the unobserved input price varia on. We

therefore recover physical produc vity shocks (ωft) given parameters (β, δ). If input prices or quality do not vary across firms,
the es mates from this approach would be iden cal to those obtained when using the method described in the Sec on 4.3.1.
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ple, our es ma on uses an unbalanced panel of single-product firms. As in Olley and Pakes (1996), the
unbalanced panel improves on the selec on problem since it includes firms that may eventually become
mul -product producers in response to produc vity shocks. Even with an unbalanced panel, a selec on
bias may s ll arise if the produc vity threshold determining a firm’s decision to become mul -product is
correlated with the inputs (in par cular, capital). We address this bias by introducing a correc on for sam-
ple selec on and modifying the law of mo on for produc vity following a similar approach to Olley and
Pakes (1996).

The underlying model behind our sample selec on correc on is one where the number of products
manufactured by firms increases with produc vity. There are several mul -product firm models that gen-
erate this correla on and the one that matches our setupmost closely is Mayer et al. (2011). In that model,
the number of products a firm produces is an increasing step func on of the firms’ produc vity. Firms have
a produc vity draw which determines their core product. Condi onal on entry, the firm produces this core
product and incurs an increasingly higher marginal cost of produc on for each addi onal product it man-
ufactures. This structure generates a “competence ladder” that is characterized by a set of cutoff points,
each associated with the introduc on of an addi onal product.32

The cutoff point that is relevant to our sample selec on procedure is the one associated with the in-
troduc on of a second product. We denote this cutoff by ω̄ft. Firms with produc vity that exceeds ω̄ft
are mul -product firms that produce two (or more) products while firms below ω̄ft remain single-product
producers and are included in the es ma on sample.

If the threshold ω̄ft is independent of the right-hand side variables in the produc on func on, there
is no selec on bias and we obtain consistent es mates of produc on func on coefficients (as long as we
use the unbalanced panel). A bias arises when the threshold is a func on of capital and/or labor. For
example, it is possible that even condi onal on produc vity, a firm with more capital finds it easier to
finance the introduc on of an addi onal product; or, a firm that employs more workers may have an easier
me expanding into new product lines. In these cases, firms withmore capital and/or labor are less likely to

be single-product firms, even condi onal on produc vity, and this generates a nega ve bias in the capital
and labor coefficients.

To address the selec on bias, we allow the threshold ω̄ft to be a func on of the state variables and
the firm’s informa on set at me t− 1 (we assume the decision to add a product is made in the previous
period). The state variables in our se ng include capital, labor, produc vity and all variables in zft that are
serially correlated (i.e., input and output tariffs, output prices and product dummies).33 The selec on rule
requires that the firmmake its decision to add a product based on a forecast of these variables in the future.
Define an indicator func on χft to be equal to 1 if the firm remains single-product (S) and 0 otherwise, and
let ω̄ft be the produc vity threshold a firm has to clear in order to produce more than one product.

32Alterna ve models of mul -product firms, such as Bernard et al. (2010), introduce firm-product-specific demand shocks that
generate product switching (e.g., product addi on and dropping) in each period. We avoid this addi onal complexity in our setup
since product dropping is not a prominent feature of our data (Goldberg et al. (2010b)). Moreover, in the empirical sec on we find
strong support that firms’ marginal costs are lower on their core competent products (products that have higher sales shares).

33If we modeled the behavior of mul -product firms that shed products to become single-product producers, the number of
products would be a natural state variable to include in z. So while we abstract away from product dele ons since they are rare in
our data, our approach can accommodate this case as well.
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The selec on rule can be rewri en as:

Pr(χft = 1) = Pr [ωft ≤ ω̄ft(lft, kft, zft)|ω̄ft(lft, kft, zft),ωft−1] (25)

= κt−1(ω̄ft(lft, kft, zft),ωft−1)

= κt−1(lft−1, kft−1, ift−1, zft−1,ωft−1)

= κt−1(lft−1, kft−1, ift−1, zft−1,mft−1) ≡ Sft−1

We use the fact that the threshold at t is predicted using the firm’s state variables at t− 1, the accumu-
la on equa on for capital34, and ωft−1 = ht(lft−1, kft−1, zft−1,mft−1) to arrive at the last equa on.35

The law of mo on for produc vity now becomes:

ωft = g′t−1(ωft−1, τ
input
it−b , τ

output
it−b , I

x
ft−1, ω̄ft) + ξft (26)

where b = {0, 1} .
As in Olley and Pakes (1996), we have two different indexes of firm heterogeneity, the produc vity and

theproduc vity cutoffpoint. Note thatSft−1 = κt−1(ωft−1, ω̄ft) and therefore ω̄ft = κ−1
t−1(ωft−1, Sft−1).

Plugging this last expression into the modified law of produc vity gives:

ωft = g′t−1(ωft−1, τ
input
it−b , τ

output
it−b , I

x
ft−1, Sft−1) + ξft (27)

This is the law of mo on we use to form the moments in the second stage of the es ma on. To obtain
Sft−1, we es mate by industry, a probit that regresses a firm’s single-product status on materials, capital,
labor, the tariff variables, the output price of the product the firm currently produces, product and me
dummies. Once the probit is es mated, we construct the propensity score Ŝft−1–the predicted probability
that the firm remains single-product at me t given the firm’s informa on set at me t− 1–and insert it in
the modified law of mo on for produc vity.

4.4 Markups and Marginal Costs

4.4.1 Single-Product Firms

We can now apply our framework from Sec on 3 to compute markups and marginal costs using the es-
mates of the produc on func on. Using equa on (5), we compute markups µ̂ft = θ̂

M

ft (α
M
ft )

−1, where

the es mated output elas ci es θ̂
M

ft on materials are computed using the es mated coefficients of the
produc on func on36 and αMft , the revenue share of materials, is data. We then use the markup defini-
on in conjunc on with the price data to recover the firm’s marginal cost, mcft, at each point in me as
34The accumula on equa on for capital is: kft = (1− δ)kft−1+ift−1,where δ is the deprecia on rate of capital.
35This specifica on takes into account that firms hire and/or fire workers based on their labor force at me t − 1 and their

forecast of future demand and costs captured by z and ω. So all variables entering the non-parametric func on κt−1(.) help
predict the firm’s employment at me t.

36The expression for the materials output elas city is: θ̂
M

ft = β̂m + 2β̂mmmft + β̂lmlft + β̂mkkft + β̂lmklftkft.
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m̂cft =
Pft

µ̂ft
.37

4.4.2 Mul -Product Firms

We now discuss how we obtain markups and marginal costs for the mul -product firms.
As shown in equa ons (6) and (7), compu ngmarkups andmarginal costs requires the product-specific

output elas city on materials and product-specific revenue shares for materials. We obtain the output
elas city from the single-product firms, but we do not know the product-specific revenue shares of inputs
for mul -product firms. Here, we show how to compute the input alloca ons across products of a mul -
product firm in order to construct αMfjt.

Let ρfjt = ln
(
X̃fjt

X̃ft

)
be product j’s input cost share, where X̃ft denotes total deflated expenditures

on each input by firm f at me t. We assume that this share does not vary across inputs. We solve for
ρfjt as follows. We first eliminate unan cipated shocks and measurement error from the output data by
following the same procedure as in the first stage of our es ma on rou ne in Sec on 4.3.1 for the single-
product firms. We project output quan ty, qfjt, on interac ons of all inputs, output and input tariffs, the
output price, product dummies and me dummies and obtain the predicted values. We next compute a
firm-product-specific term ω̂fjt : ω̂fjt ≡ E(qfjt)− f(x̃ft; β̂).38 From (9), this becomes:

ω̂fjt = ωft +Afjt(ρfjt,xft, β̂) (28)

= ωft + âftρfjt + b̂ftρ
2
fjt + ĉftρ

3
fjt (29)

where the second equa on follows from applying our translog func onal form. The terms âft, b̂ft , and ĉft
are func ons of the es mated parameter vector β̂.39

With an es mate ofE(qfjt), we can construct ω̂fjt for each mul -product firm observa on (firm-year-
product triplet). For each year, we obtain the firm’s produc vity and input alloca ons, the J +1 unknowns

37Output elas ci es will vary across sectors because we es mate β separately for each sector. Moreover, given our translog
specifica on, even single-product firms within a sector will have different output elas ci es.

38The es mated parameter vectorβ̂ is already purged of the bias arising from input price varia on discussed in Sec on 4.3.2.
39For the translog produc on func on:

âft = β̂l + β̂m + β̂k + 2
(
β̂lllft + β̂mmmft + β̂kkkft

)
+ β̂lm (lft +mft)

+β̂lk (lft + kft) + β̂mk (mft + kft) + β̂lmk(lftmft + lftkft +mftkft)

b̂ft = β̂ll + β̂mm + β̂kk + β̂lm + β̂lk + β̂mk + β̂lmk (lft +mft + kft)

ĉft = β̂lmk
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(
ωft, ρf1t, . . . , ρfJt

)
, by solving a system of J + 1 equa ons:

ω̂1ft = ωft + âftρf1t + b̂ftρ
2
f1t + ĉftρ

3
f1t (30)

... . . . (31)

ω̂fJt = ωft + âftρfJt + b̂ftρ
2
fJt + ĉftρ

3
fJt (32)

J∑
j=1

exp (ρfjt) = 1, exp(ρfjt) ≤ 1∀j (33)

This system imposes the economic restric on that each input share can never exceed one and they must
together sum up to one across products in a firm. We numerically solve this system for each firm in each
year.40

We now have all the ingredients to calculate markups and the implied marginal costs for the mul -
product firms according to equa on (6):

µ̂fjt = θ̂
M

fjt

PfjtQfjt

exp (ρ̂fjt)PMft V
M
ft

(34)

The product-specific output elas city for materials θ̂
M

fjt is a func on of the produc on func on coefficients,
the product-specific output (which is data) and the materials allocated to product j. Hence, it can be eas-
ily computed once the alloca on of inputs across products has been recovered.41 Marginal costs for the
products made by mul -product firms are then recovered by dividing prices by the markup according to
equa on (7).

5 Results

5.1 Output Elas ci es

In this subsec on, we present the output elas ci es recovered from the es ma on procedure outlined in
Sec on 4. We also describe how failing to correct for input price varia on or account for the selec on bias
affects the parameters.

The output elas ci es for the single-product firms used in the es ma on are reported in Table 3.42 A
nice feature of the translog is that unlike in a Cobb-Douglas produc on func on, output elas ci es can
vary across firms (and across products within firms). We report both the average and standard devia on of

40We find that the input alloca ons across products are highly correlated with, but not iden cal to, alloca ng inputs according
to product revenue shares. We experiment with various star ng values for the unknowns and find that condi onal on converging
to an inside solu on (e.g., all the product’s input shares are between 0 and 1, non-inclusive), the solu on is unique. Out of the
total 13,394 mul -product firm-year pairs, we hit a corner solu on in 894 cases. We exclude these observa ons from from the
analysis in Sec on 5.

41The expression for the materials output elas city for product j at me t is: θ̂
M

fjt = β̂m + 2β̂mm

[
ρ̂fjt +mft

]
+

β̂lm

[
ρ̂fjt + lft

]
+ β̂mk

[
ρ̂fjt + kft

]
+ β̂lmk

[
ρ̂fjt + lft

] [
ρ̂fjt + kft

]
. For single product firms, exp(ρfjt) = 1 and the output

elas city becomes the one reported in Footnote 36.
42The output elas city for materials is reported in Footnote 36. The output elas ci es for labor and capital are θ̂

L

ft = β̂l +

2β̂lllft + β̂lmmft + β̂lkkft + β̂lmkmftkft and θ̂
K

ft = β̂k + 2β̂kkkft + β̂lklft + β̂mkmft + β̂lmklftkft.
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the elas ci es across sectors. The last column in the table reports the returns to scale. The main message
of the table is that there is a distribu on around the average and returns to scale exceed one in mul ple
industries. In each sector, approximately 25 percent of the firms produce under increasing returns to scale.
These findings on increasing returns to scale are consistent with Kle e and Griliches (1996) and De Loecker
(2011) who showed that unobserved firm-level price varia on can lead to a downward bias of the returns
to scale.

The le panel of Table 4 re-runs the es ma onwithout implemen ng the correc on for the unobserved
input price varia on discussed in Sec on 4.3.2. It is clear that the uncorrected procedure yields nonsensi-
cal es mates of the produc on func on. For example, the labor output elas ci es are o en nega ve and
range from -3.01 to 3.17 across sectors, while the returns to scale are either very low or extremely high. As
we discussed earlier, these results are not surprising given that we es mate a quan ty-based produc on
func on using deflated input expenditures. It is clear that failing to account for input price varia on yields
distorted es mates. For example, a nega ve labor elas city stems from the fact that there are firms that
produce similar quan es of output using more expensive labor, resul ng in a downward biased labor elas-
city. In general, it is difficult to sign this bias because there are three inputs which interact in complicated

ways in the translog, but it is clear that one needs to correct for input price varia on across firms using the
procedure described above.

The right panel of Table 4 presents the output elas ci es from es ma on of the produc on func on
on a balanced panel of single-product firms. This es ma on does not incorporate the sample selec on
correc on described in Sec on 4.3.3. As discussed earlier, we expect the output elas city for capital, and
to a lesser extent for labor, to change if we use a balanced panel. In several instances, the output elas ci es
of capital and labor change. The output elas city of materials does not change as dras cally, which is
consistent with our premise that it is the correla on between the produc vity threshold and capital and
labor that may generate a selec on bias.

5.2 Prices, Markups and Marginal Costs Pa erns

Our data andmethodology delivermeasures of firmperformance–prices, markups, marginal costs, and pro-
duc vity, which are usually not simultaneously considered in the exis ng literature. This sec on describes
the rela onship between prices, markups, marginal costs, and produc vity.

The markup es mates are reported in Table 5. The mean and median markups are 2.13 and 1.10,
respec vely, but there is considerable varia on across sectors.

Themethodology providesmeasures ofmarkups andmarginal costswithout apriori assump ons on the
returns to scale. The es mates show that many firms are characterized by increasing returns to scale. We
would therefore expect to observe an inverse rela onship between a product’s marginal cost and quan ty
produced.43 In Appendix Figure A.1 we plot marginal costs against produc on quan es (we de-mean each
variable by product-year fixed effects in order to facilitate comparisons across firms). The figure shows

43It is important to note here that we do not derivemarginal cost based on the duality of produc on and cost func ons. Instead,
we bring in addi onal informa on on prices and derive marginal cost based on its defini on as the ra o of price to markup. This
implies that even though we find returns to scale in the produc on func on es ma on, it does not follow automa cally that our
es mated marginal costs will be declining in quan ty.
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indeed that marginal costs vary inversely with produc on quan es. The le panel of the figure shows
that quan es and markups are posi vely related indica ng that firms producing more output also enjoy
higher markups (due to their lower marginal costs).

We next examine the rela onships between the performance measures. Table 6 reports the raw pair-
wise correla on matrix across prices, markups, marginal costs and firm-level produc vity. As we expect,
prices are posi vely correlated with marginal costs and markups, but nega vely correlated with firm pro-
duc vity. Marginal costs are nega vely correlated with markups and produc vity, and there is a posi ve
correla on between markups and produc vity.

Figure A.2 in the Appendix presents an alterna ve way to see the inter-relatedness of the firm perfor-
mance measures by plo ng firms’ produc vity against the marginal costs and markups of their products.
In order to compare these variables across firms, we regress the firm-level produc vity measures on the
firm’smain industry-year pair fixed effects and recover the residuals. This allows us to compare produc vity
across firmswithin industries. We compare themarkups andmarginal costs across products by de-meaning
each by product-year fixed effects. The figure plots the de-meaned markups and marginal costs against the
de-meaned produc vi es, and removes outliers above and below the 97th and 3rd percen les. Again, the
variables are correlated in ways that one would expect: produc vity is posi vely correlated with markups
and strongly nega vely correlated with marginal costs.

The previous tables and figures demonstrate correla on pa erns that arise across firms. We also exam-
ine how markups and marginal costs vary across products within a firm. Our analysis here is guided by the
recent literature on mul -product firms. Our correla ons are remarkably consistent with the predic ons
of this literature, especially with those of the mul -product firm extension of Melitz and O aviano (2008)
developed by Mayer et al. (2011). A key assump on in that model is that mul -product firms each have a
“core competency”. The “core” product has the lowest (within a firm) marginal cost. For the other prod-
ucts, marginal costs rise with a product’s distance from the “core competency”. A firm’s product scope is
determined by the point at which the marginal revenue of a product is equal to the marginal cost of manu-
facturing that product. This structure on the produc on technology is also shared by themul -product firm
models of Eckel and Neary (2010) and Arkolakis andMuendler (2010). In all three models, more produc ve
firms manufacture more products, a pa ern clearly confirmed by Figure A.3.

Mayer et al. (2011) also assume a linear demand system which implies that firms have non-constant
markups across products. Further, firms have their highest markups on their “core” products with markups
declining as theymove away from theirmain product. Figures A.4 and A.5 in the Appendix provide evidence
suppor ng both implica ons. In these two figures, markups andmarginal costs are de-meaned by product-
year and firm-year fixed effects in order to make these variables comparable across products within firms.
Figure A.5 plots the de-meaned markups and marginal costs against the sales share of the product within
each firm, and A.4 plots the same variables against the product’s rank. We observe that the marginal costs
rise as a firmmoves away from its core competency while the markups fall. In other words, the firm’s most
profitable product (excluding any product-specific fixed costs) is its core product. Despite not imposing
any assump ons on the market structure and demand system in our es ma on, these correla ons are
remarkably consistent with Mayer et al. (2011).
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Foreshadowing the results in the next subsec on, we also find evidence of imperfect pass-through of
costs on prices because of variable markups. In column 1 of Table 7, we regress prices on firm-product fixed
effects and marginal costs and find a pass-through coefficient of 0.29. Since marginal costs are es mated,
they are measured with error. We instrument marginal costs with firm-level produc vity and input tariffs in
column 2. These are valid instruments since they affect prices only through their effect on marginal costs.
That is, neither produc vity nor input prices have a direct effect on prices; they only affect prices through
their effects onmarginal costs. The coefficients in the first stage have the expected signs: produc vity (input
tariffs) is nega vely (posi vely) correlated with costs and the first stage F-sta s c is large. The pass-through
coefficient increases to 0.60 in the IV specifica on, which is in line with long-run pass-through es mates
in the exchange rate literature. This imperfect pass-through means that any shocks to marginal costs, for
example shocks from trade liberaliza on, do not lead to propor onal changes in factory-gate prices because
of changes in markups. We examine this markup adjustment in detail in the subsequent sec on.

5.3 Prices, Markups and Trade Liberaliza on

We now examine how prices, markups and marginal costs adjusted as India liberalized its economy. As
discussed in Sec on 2, we restrict the analysis to 1989-1997 since tariffmovements a er this period appear
correlated with industry characteris cs.

We begin by plo ng the distribu on of prices in 1989 and 1997 in Figure 1. Here, we include only firm-
product pairs that are present in both years, and we compare the prices over me by regressing them on
firm-product pair fixed effects and plo ng the residuals. As before, we remove outliers in the bo om and
top 3rd percen les.44 This comparison of the same firm-product pairs over me exploits the same varia on
as our regression analysis below. The figure shows that the distribu on of (real) prices is virtually unchanged
between 1989 and 1997. This is a surprising result given nature of India’s economic reforms during this
period that were designed to reduce entry barriers and increase compe on in the manufacturing sector.
As a first pass, the figure suggests that prices did not move much despite the reforms.

Of course, the figure includes only firm-product pairs that are present at the beginning and end of
the sample, and does not control for macroeconomic factors that could influence prices beyond the trade
reforms. We use the en re sample and control for macroeconomic trends in the following specifica on:45

pfjt = δfj + δst + δ1τ
output
it + ηfjt. (35)

We exploit varia on in prices and output tariffs within a firm-product over me through the firm-product
fixed effects (δfj) and control for macroeconomic fluctua ons through sector-year fixed effects δst. Since
the trade policy measure varies at the industry level, we cluster our standard errors at this level. We report
the price regression with just year fixed effects in column 1 of Table 8. The coefficient on the output tariff

44We trim to ensure that the results are not driven by outliers. Our results are robust to alterna ve trims (e..g, the top and
bo om 1st or 2nd percen les) and to not trimming at all. These results are available upon request.

45One could try to capture the net impact of tariff reforms using the effec ve rate of protec on measure proposed by Corden
(1966). However, this measure is derived in a se ng with perfect compe on and an infinite export-demand and import-supply
elas ci es which imply perfect pass-through. As we show below, these assump ons are not sa sfied in our se ng, so that the
concept of the “effec ve rate of protec on” is not well defined in our case.
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is posi ve implying that a 10 percentage point decline is associated with a very small–0.94 percent–decline
in prices.46 Between 1989 and 1997, output tariffs fall on average by 62 percentage points; this results in
a precisely es mated average price decline of 5.9 percent (=62*0.094). This is a small effect of the trade
reform on prices and it is consistent with the raw distribu ons plo ed in Figure 1. The basic message
remains the same if we control more flexibly for trends with sector-year fixed effects in column 2. The
results imply that the average decline in output tariffs led to a 8.0 (=62*.128) percent rela ve drop in prices.

These results show that although the trade liberaliza on led to lower factory-gate prices, the decline is
more modest than we would have expected given themagnitude of the tariff declines. Since earlier studies
(Goldberg et al. (2010a), Topalova and Khandelwal (2011)) have emphasized the importance of declines in
input tariffs in shaping firmperformance, we separate the effects of output tariffs and input tariffs on prices.
Output tariff liberaliza on reflects primarily an increase in compe on, while the input tariff liberaliza on
should provide access to lower cost (and more variety of) inputs. We run the analog of the regression in
(35), but separately include input and output tariffs:

pfjt = δfj + δst + δ1τ
output
it + δ2τ

input
it + ηfjt. (36)

We refer the reader to the weighted regression in column 4 of Table 9 (the reason for weighing the re-
gressions is discussed below). There are two interes ng findings that are important for understanding how
trade affects prices in this liberaliza on episode. First, there is a posi ve and sta s cally significant coef-
ficient on output tariffs. This result is consistent with the common intui on that increases in compe ve
pressures through lower output tariffs will lead to price declines. The effect is tradi onally a ributed to
reduc ons in markups and/or reduc ons in X-inefficiencies within the firm. The point es mates imply that
a 10 percentage point decline in output tariffs results in a 1.36 percent decline in prices. On the other hand,
the coefficient on input tariffs is small and very noisy. In a counterfactual analysis that holds input tariffs
fixed and reduces output tariffs, we would observe a fairly precisely es mated decline in prices. However,
the overall changes of prices taking into account both types of tariff declines is less precise (although s ll
sta s cally significant at the 10 percent level). Output tariffs and input tariffs fall by 62 and 24 percentage
points, respec vely, and using the point es mates in column 1, this implies that prices fall on average by
16.8 percent.

We use the es mates of markup and costs to examine themechanisms behind thesemoderate changes
in factory-gate prices. We begin by plo ng the distribu on of markups and costs in Figure 2. Like Figure
1, this figure considers only firm-product pairs that appear in both 1989 and 1997 and de-means the ob-
serva ons by their me average. The figure demonstrates that between 1989 and 1997, the marginal cost
distribu on shi ed le indica ng an efficiency gain. However, this marginal cost decline is almost exactly
offset by a corresponding rightward shi in the markup distribu on. Since (log) marginal costs and (log)
markups exactly sum to (log) prices, the net effect is virtually no change on prices.

We re-run specifica on (36) usingmarginal costs andmarkups as the dependent variables. Sincemarginal
costs andmarkups are es mated variables, weweigh the regressions by the number of observa ons in each

46Our result is consistent with Topalova (2010) who finds that a 10 percentage point decline in output tariffs results in a 0.96
percent decline in wholesale prices in India during this period.
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sector’s produc on func on es ma on reported in Table 3. Some sectors recover the produc on func on
using more observa ons than others (for example, Table 3 reports that the produc on func on es ma on
for the apparel sector has 301 observa ons compared with 1,681 observa ons for the food products sec-
tor). We are more confident in our es mates of the output elas ci es, and consequently the es mates of
markups andmarginal costs, for sectors wherewe havemore data. This weigh ng procedure should reduce
noise. Since prices decompose exactly to the sumofmarginal costs andmarkups, the coefficients in columns
5 and 6 sum to their respec ve coefficients in column 4. We first focus on marginal costs regressions re-
ported in column 5. The coefficient on output tariffs is posi ve, sugges ng that marginal costs decline with
output tariff liberaliza on but the decline is small and sta s cally insignificant. However, the coefficient on
input tariffs is both posi ve and large in magnitude, indica ng that improved access to cheaper and more
variety of imported inputs results in large cost declines; this coefficient is significant at the 11% level. The
final row of Table 9 reports the average effect on marginal costs using the average declines in input and
output tariffs. On average, marginal costs fell 40.3 percent.

Thismagnitude of themarginal costs decline is fairly sizable andwould translate to larger prices declines
if markups are constant. However, Figure 2 suggests that markups rose during this period, and in column
6 of Table 9, we directly examine how input and output tariffs affected markups. The coefficient on input
tariffs is large and nega ve implying that input tariff liberaliza on resulted in higher markups. The results
suggest that firms offset the beneficial cost reduc ons from improved access to imported inputs by raising
markups. The overall effect, taking into account the average declines in input and output tariffs between
1989 and 1997, is that markups, on average, increased by 23.4 percent. This increase offsets about half
of the average decline in marginal costs, and as a result, the overall effect of the trade reform on prices is
moderated. We obtain a qualita vely similar pa ern of results in the unweighted regressions in columns
1-3, but not surprisingly, the coefficients are slightly less precisely es mated.

Although temp ng, it is misleading to draw conclusions about the pro-compe ve effects (or lack
thereof) of the trade reform using the markup regressions in column 6 of Table 9. The reason is that out-
put tariff liberaliza on can affect marginal costs through changes in X-inefficiencies and scale. As we have
shown, firms raise markups when costs fall and this imperfect pass-through a enuates the coefficient on
output tariffs in the markup regressions. In order to isolate pro-compe ve effects, we need to control for
any simultaneous shocks to marginal costs. We do this by re-running the markup regression but controlling
flexibly for marginal costs. Condi oning on marginal costs, the output tariff coefficient isolates the direct
pro-compe ve effect of the trade liberaliza on on markups. We report the weighted results in the right
panel of Table 10 (the unweighted results are reported in the le panel).47 Indeed, the coefficient on output
tariffs in column 4 is posi ve and significant; this provides direct evidence that output tariff liberaliza on
exerted pro-compe ve effects on markups. The way to interpret the results in column 4 is to consider the
markups on two products in different industries. Condi onal on any (poten ally differen al) impact of the
trade reforms on their respec ve costs, the product in the industry that experiences a 10 percentage point
larger decline in output tariffs will have a 1.30 percent rela ve decline in markups. Column 5 adds input

47To control for marginal costs as flexibly as possible, we use a third-order polynomial for marginal costs and suppress these
coefficients in Table 10. We find very similar results if we simply include marginal costs as the only control. These results are
available upon request.
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tariffs to the regression. As discussed earlier, input tariffs should affect markups only through the imper-
fect transmission of their impact on costs through improved access to imported inputs. Once we control
for marginal costs, input tariffs should have no effect on markups and that is what we find. In contrast to
column 5 of Table 9, the coefficient on input tariff falls basically to zero. We observe a similar pa ern of
results with the unweighted results in the le panel of Table 10. Our analysis demonstrate that India’s trade
reform led to large cost reduc ons leading firms to respond by raising markups. But once we control for
these cost effects, output tariff reduc ons do exert pro-compe ve effects by pu ng downward pressure
on markups as we would expect.

The pro-compe ve effects might differ across products. For example, output tariffs may exert more
pressure on products with high markups prior to the reform. We explore this heterogeneity by crea ng a
me-invariant indicator for firm-product pairs in the top decile of their industry’s markup distribu on in

the first year that a product-pair is observed in the data. We interact output tariffs with this indicator to
allow for differen al effects of output tariffs on markups for these high markup products. The results are
reported in columns 3 and 6 of Table 10. We remind the reader that the specifica on includes sector-year
fixed effects to allow for changes in market condi ons over me. The table shows a very strong effect of
output tariffs on these high markup products. Using the numbers in the weighted specifica on in column
6, a 10 percentage point decline in output tariffs leads to a 1.18 percent fall in markups for products ini ally
below the 90th percen le in the markup distribu on. For high markup products, the same policy reform
results in a 4.27 percent decline a markups. In short, once we control for the incomplete pass-through of
costs, output tariffs reduce markups and these reduc ons are substan ally more pronounced on products
with ini ally high markups.

In sum, our results call for a nuanced evalua on of the effects of the Indian trade liberaliza on on
markups. While we do find evidence that the tariff reduc ons have pro-compe ve effects, especially at
the right tail of the markup distribu on, our results suggest that the most significant effect of the reforms is
to reduce costs to producers. Due to variable markups, cost reduc ons are not passed through completely
to consumers. This suggests that the trade reforms benefited producers rela vely more than consumers, at
least in the short run. However, this does not imply that the reform lowered consumer welfare, especially
in the long run. In Goldberg et al. (2010a), we show that firms introduced many new products–accoun ng
for about a quarter of output growth–during this period. If the cost reduc ons (and associated markup
increases) induced by the trade reform spurred this product growth, the benefits to consumers are poten-
ally substan ally larger. In Table 11, we report results that relate a firm’s product addi ons to changes

in its average markup across its products. In column 1, we regress an indicator if a firm adds a product in
period t on the change in (log) average markups between t − 1 and t, while controlling for firm and year
fixed effects. In column 2, we use the change in the (log) number of products as the dependent variable. In
both cases, increases in markups are strongly correlated with new product introduc ons.48 This suggests
that firms used the input tariff reduc ons and associated profit increases to finance the development of

48These findings are consistent with Peters (2012) who develops a model with imperfect compe on that generates heteroge-
neous markups which determine innova on incen ves. We note however that we did not obtain these results by commi ng to
a par cular structure (demand, market structure and compe on) - our findings could also be consistent with alterna ve mecha-
nisms.
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new products, implying poten al long-term gains to consumers. A complete analysis of this mechanism
and the impact on welfare lies beyond the scope of this current paper.

6 Conclusion

This paper examines the adjustment of prices, markups and marginal costs in response to trade liberaliza-
on. We take advantage of detailed price and quan ty informa on to es mate markups from quan ty-

based produc on func ons. Our approach does not require any assump ons on the market structure or
demand curves that firms face. This feature of our approach is important in our context since we want to
analyze how markups adjust to trade reforms without imposing ex ante restric ons on their behavior. An
added advantage of our approach is that since we observe firm-level prices in the data, we can directly
compute firms’ marginal costs once we have es mates of the markups.

Es ma ng quan ty-based produc on func ons for a broad range of differen ated products introduces
new methodological issues that we must confront. We propose an iden fica on strategy to es mate pro-
duc on func ons on single-product firms. The advantage of this approach is that we do not need to take
a stand on how inputs are allocated across products within mul -product firms. We also demonstrate how
to correct for a bias that arises when researchers do not observe input price varia on across firms, an issue
that becomes par cularly important when es ma ng quan ty-based produc on func ons.

The large varia on in markups suggests that trade models that assume constant markups may be miss-
ing an important channel when quan fying the gains from trade. Furthermore, our results highlight the
importance of analyzing the effects of both output and input tariff liberaliza on. We observe large declines
in marginal costs, par cularly due to input tariff liberaliza on. However, prices do not fall by as much.
This imperfect pass-through occurs because firms offset the cost declines by raising markups. Condi onal
on marginal costs, we find pro-compe ve effects of output tariffs on markups. Our results suggest that
trade liberaliza on can have large, yet nuanced effects, on marginal costs and markups. Understanding the
welfare consequences of these results using models with variable markups is an important topic for future
research.

Our results have broader implica ons for thinking about the trade and produc vity across firms in devel-
oping countries. The methodology produces quan ty-based produc vity measures that can be compared
with revenue-based produc vity measures. Hsieh and Klenow (2009) discuss how differences between
these two measures can inform us about distor ons and the magnitude of misalloca on within an econ-
omy. Importantly, our quan ty-based produc vity measure is purged of substan al varia on in markups
across firms which poten ally improves upon our understanding of the impact of misalloca on on produc-
vity dispersion. We leave the analysis of the role of misalloca on on the distribu on of these performance

measures for future research.
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Table 3: Output Elas ci es of Translog Produc on Func on, by Sector��������	
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Table 4: Output Elas ci es, Input Price Varia on and Sample Selec on����������	��
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Table 5: Markups, by Sector ��������	
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Table 7: Pass-Through of Costs to Prices
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Table 8: Prices and Output Tariffs, Annual Regressions��������	
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Table 9: Prices and Tariffs, Annual Regressions��������	
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Table 11: Markups and Product Scope��������� �	
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Figure 1: Distribu on of Prices in 1989 and 1997
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Sample only includes firm−product pairs present in 1989 and 1997.
Observations are demeaned by their time average, and outliers above and below the 3rd and 97th percentiles are trimmed.
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Figure 2: Distribu on of Markups and Marginal Costs in 1989 and 1997
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Sample only includes firm-product pairs present in 1989 and 1997.
Observations are demeaned by their time average, and outliers above and below the 3rd and 97th percentiles are trimmed.
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